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ABOUT
Big Amygdala Energy
Where do our feelings live? Where do they go when we’re done
feeling them? If an emotion were like a meal, what ingredients would
it be made of? How do we navigate the connection between our
bodies, minds and emotions?
Big Amygdala Energy (B.A.E) is a digital and print zine that riffs on
these and other questions in response to Science Gallery’s 2022
exhibition MENTAL. SIGNAL Curators offer twelve responses by
twelve emerging artists, drawing on their individual brain power
alongside a hive mind of peers from SIGNAL’s creative network of
young people, and the SciCurious crew.
Visit https://bae.digitalsignal.net.au via the QR code below to access
the digital version of this zine, featuring additional artworks and
much more.

ABOUT
SIGNAL Curators
The Signal Curators are a group of 16 to 25 year olds who love art. They
meet monthly at Signal to hear from artists, curators and art world people
and to plan exhibitions, workshops and other projects. We are always open
to new members!
Find out more at https://bit.ly/3Mitq8Z
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L a chlan
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Lachlan Wyness,
BURNOUT, 2022,
Variable,
Digital
illustration

this body isn’t real, it’s fluid water.
after an endless drought, order is found in flood.
there’s one way out and it’s covered in mud.
to stay yet not belong anymore is to be a corner at borders.
driving up the M31 near Eora next stop andromeda.
index on eureka circling around the stars.

Teresa Fornataro,
Tomato Sauce and Turmoil,
2022, 209.97 x 297.01 mm,
Digital collage

BURNOUT
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if you zoom out far enough you can trace the skyline in the cut of a wound.
all that remains is a world-weary planet burned out to the core ...
— hurry up, it’s time to go to the moon.
floating above swept up in flights of wonder,
empty space is only home to the void and transient thunder.
lightning broke the bottle, now fragments in time drift asunder

Zeth Cameron,
Quitter’s Relief
(taking care of
yourself), 2022,
2mins 13s,
Single channel
video and audio

Uswa Qureshi,
Bedroom, 2021,
30 x 23 cm,
Watercolour,
gouache, coloured
pencil and posca on
paper

Watch the full video here:
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Aisha Hara, Behind the
crashing waves are calm
seas, 2022, 30 x 20 cm,
Oil painting on board
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L auren Rosenberg
Lauren
Rosenberg,
It Will All Be
Okay, 2022,
1080 x 1920 px,
Coloured pencils
and handwritten
font
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Anit a
Cummins

Anita Cummins,
Utopia of the Ordinary
Habit, 2022, 14.8 x 21 cm,
Prescription medication
packaging, tissues, tears

Patricia
Agus

Watch the full video here:

Patricia Agus,
Overwhelming emotions,
2022, 35 x 46 cm / 1min 10s,
Acrylic on canvas / Video
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Sirui
Y ang

Georgia Willmott,
Shipwreck, 2022,
148 x 210 mm,
Digital illustration

Sirui Yang,
Skytales 1.0, 2020,
Variable, Digital
illustration

Georgia
Willmott

A huge shout out and thank you to all the
anonymous survey respondents whose
insights inspired many of these works,
whether from SIGNAL Curator’s networks or
the SciCurious group at Science Gallery!
Special thanks to Celine Saoud for graphic
design of this print edition of Big Amygdala
Energy, and to Arsam Samadi for leading the
web design at https://bae.digitalsignal.net.
au. Thank you to Lisa and Andrew at Inspired
Marketing for their support in creating
B.A.E’s online home.
SIGNAL Curators acknowledge the
Traditional Owners of this land, the Boon
Wurrung and Wurundjeri peoples of the
Eastern Kulin Nation, and pay respect to
Elders both past and present, and to all
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
This project was produced in collaboration
with Science Gallery Melbourne, University
of Melbourne and City of Melbourne through
SIGNAL.
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